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Abstract
Dentognathic apparatus gives an important insight for interpreting individual’s lifestyle, dietary habits
and health. Throughout lifetime tooth wear is an inevitability of mastication which via various bone
remodeling processes is compensated for the lost dental hard tissues. Eventually, this entails
morphological modifications of the masticatory system. Furthermore, due to multiple etiological factors,
dentognathic pathologies develop. The research question is whether similar physiological and
pathological patterns arise throughout human evolution as of in modern humans and in early Homo
(Dmanisi hominins dated to 1.77 million years).
The quantitative analyses of modern human hunter‐gatherer and early Homo mandibles have shown
that we all share basic set of in vivo compensatory mechanisms to balance effects of tooth wear.
Although the full spectrum of dentognathic pathologies (known from clinical dentistry) has been
identified throughout human evolution, population‐specific differences remain. They are related to
different dietary and cultural habits as well as environmental stress‐factors.

Learning Objectives
1. Tooth wear, related compensatory mechanisms and dental pathologies.
2. Evolution of dentoganthic system and its way of coping with effects of mastication and
environmental factors.
3. Humans now and humans (early Homo) 2 million years ago, similarities and differences of the
dentognathic system.
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